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Reduce Stress
for horses ... for you
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HORSECARPET has been used in facilities for the past 20 years , as a
premium all-weather resilient surface for training tracks, trails, walkways,
indoor/outdoor arenas, breeding sheds, show rings, lunging rings, paddock
areas and gallops or round pens. HORSECARPET consists only of recently
harvested wood which has been debarked and is free of soil, leaves, twig
material and other contaminant’s which hasten decomposition. There are no
chemical treatments or additives in HORSECARPET. Positively no
recycled wood from pallets or wastewood is used. Recycled wood could
result in poor surface stability, and could be contaminated with harmful
chemicals and metal.
“The HORSECARPET material is a safe and consistent
surface to use. We use it at Calumet year after year in
our training barn.
Tony Cissell, Mgr. of Calumet Farm

HORSECARPET



REduCES STRESS!

♦ Lameness Prevention and Rehabilitation
A stress reducing, shock-absorbing, nonabrasive surfacing that helps prevent lameness
disorders. Also, an excellent training surface to assist
in the process of rehabilitation from previously acquired
lameness injuries.
♦ Consistency of Riding Surface
With routine maintenance it is easy to sustain the same
density and texture of the training surface, workout after
workout.
♦ Characteristic Advantages
The attractive appearance and use of a natural, renewable
resource, in addition to the other benefits listed, makes
HORSECARPET

“The quality and service have been
excellent. All of your personnel have made their
best effort to ensure that our deliveries have
been made in a timely fashion and that top
quality has been maintained throughout.”
“Sally”Goswell, Pres. of Fair Hill Training Ctr.
“Zeager Hardwood Products are used on all
Lane’s End Farm horse lead paths, and we have
been pleased with their appearance and durability.
They provide safe, dependable footing in all types of
weather.”
Mike Cline, Mgr. of Lane’s End Farm

the ideal footing.

1-800-346-8524
FAX 717-944-7681
horsecarpet.com

